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Conjecture that any synchronizing automaton withn states has a reset word of length(n − 1)2 was made by̌Cerný
in 1964. Notwithstanding the numerous attempts made by various researchers this conjecture hasn’t been definitively
proven yet. In this paper we study a random automaton that is sampled uniformly at random from the set of all
automata withn states andm(n) letters. We show that form(n) > 18 lnn any random automaton is synchronizing
with high probability. Form(n) > nβ , β > 1/2 we also show that any random automaton with high probability
satisfies thěCerný conjecture.

Keywords: Synchronizing DFA; Random DFA; Wormald’s Theorem;Černý problem

Introduction
Let A = (Q,Σ, δ) be adeterministic finite automaton(DFA), whereQ denotes a state set,Σ stands for
an input alphabet, andδ : Q× Σ → Q is a transition function defining an action of the letters inΣ onQ.
A wordw is said to be areset wordfor DFA A if its action leavesA in one particular state no matter what
state it starts at:δ(q1, w) = δ(q2, w) for all q1, q2 ∈ Q. A DFA A is calledsynchronizingif it possesses
a reset word.

It is not too difficult to see that if an automaton withn states is synchronizing then there exists a reset
word of lengthn3 or shorter. It is not that easy, however, to see whether or notthis bound is tight. In
1964Černý formulated a conjecture concerning an upper bound ofthe length of the shortest reset word
of a synchronizing DFA [4]: the length cannot be larger than(n − 1)2. By now theČerný conjecture is
arguably the most long standing open problem in the combinatorial theory of finite automata. The best
upper bound has been obtained so far is(n3 − n)/6; it was proved by Pin [10] in 1983.

In fact,slowly synchronizing automata, i.e. automata with the shortest reset word of lengthΘ(n2) are
known to be exceptional. For a long time the only infinite series of such automata was the original one
proposed by̌Cerný [4]. The other substantially different ones [2] haveonly recently been constructed.

On the other hand, Higgins has shown that a composition of2n random mappings of a set of sizen into
itself with high probability(whp) is a mapping with an image of size1. (By “high probability” we mean
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that the probability tends to 1 withn going to infinity.) In terms of automata, Higgins’s result means that
a random automaton with an alphabet of size larger than2n whp has a reset word of length2n. Indeed,
if we pick an automaton uniformly at random among all automata with n states and2n letters then the
action of a word composed of all the letters is identical to a mapping composed of2n random mappings.

The problem of finding the shortest reset word for a given automaton is both NP-hard [5] and co-NP-
hard [12], which dramatically limits a size of automata feasible for numerical experiments. A limited
simulation that we conducted supposedly shows that a randomautomaton on 2-letter alphabet whp has a
reset word of a length sublinear with respect to the number ofstates.

The numerical experiment output combined with Higgins’s result offers a new field of research: study
of the shortest reset word of random automata, or themost probablelength of the shortest reset word, as
opposed to the classical problem of the upper bound; and allows to put forward a hypothesis that the most
probable length should be much smaller than the upper bound.

Starting this new line of research we address the following questions.

• What size of an alphabet implies that almost all automata with the alphabet of this size are
synchronizing and what is the length of the shortest reset word in this case?

• What size of an alphabet implies that almost all automata with the alphabet of this size are synchro-
nizing and comply with thěCerný conjecture?

In this paper we show that2n upper bound can be improved with regards to both of these questions.
We show that if an alphabet size is greater than18 lnn then an automaton whp is synchronizing and if an
alphabet consists of more thann1/2+ǫ letters for some positiveǫ then it whp satisfies thěCerný conjecture.

To get the latter bound we apply the Wormald’s theorem [13]. The theorem allows one to reduce
the analysis of a stochastic process to a system of differential equations. This method was originally
developed for the analysis of algorithms on random graphs [13] and was later used to proof the efficiency
of algorithms for the random Satisfiability problem [1].

Also as a byproduct of the latter bound we address the problemof an epidemia spreading invertedly to
the edges of a directed graph corresponding to two mappings.The problem of the epidemia spread along
a digraph of one random mapping was formulated and initiallystudied by B. Gertbakh [6], and further
explored by J. Jaworski [8]. We show that in a digraph with edges corresponding to two random mappings
if one individual is infected, then the whole population will be with constant probability infected, too.

The paper is organized as follows. The results of the work arestated and discussed in Section 1. The
proofs of the two main theorems are stated in Section 1 and presented in Sections 2 and 3. The Wormald’s
theorem and the other results used in the work are formulatedin Appendix.

1 Main result
Consider a set of statesQ and an alphabetΣ. Let us pick uniformly at random a transition functionδ from
the set{δ : Q×Σ → Q}. A resulting triple(Q,Σ, δ) defines arandom deterministic finite automaton. It
is important to note that a random automaton can be constructed as follows: for eachq ∈ Q and for each
a ∈ Σ we chooseq′ = δ(q, a) uniformly at random fromQ.

The following theorem states the lower bound of the alphabetsize that whp guarantees synchronizability
of the random automaton.
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Theorem 1 Let A = (Q,Σ, δ) be a random automaton such that|Q| = n, |Σ| > 18 lnn. ThenA is
synchronizing whp. Moreover, the length of the shortest reset word ofA is whp less than3n2 lnn.

The theorem proof is presented in Section 2.
The natural question is whether the bound stated in Theorem 1is tight. From our point of view it is not

and we conjecture that even a 2-letter alphabet is sufficientfor synchronizability of a random automaton.
At the moment, however, this question remains open.

The length of the shortest reset word3n2 lnn is smaller than the one obtained by Pin, but is still larger
thanČerný’s. To comply with thěCerný Conjecture we should enlarge our alphabet. Here we state the
following theorem.

Theorem 2 LetA = (Q,Σ, δ) be a random automaton such that|Q| = n, |Σ| > n1/2+ǫ for someǫ > 0.
ThenA is whp synchronizing. Moreover, the length of the shortest reset word ofA is whp at most(n−1)2

letters.

The theorem proof is presented in Section 3.
We believe that the bound stated by theČerný Conjecture is far from being tight for random automata

and according to numerical experiments the tight one shouldbe a sublinear one, as well.

2 The proof of Theorem 1
Let u,v be a pair of states of a random automatonA = (Q,Σ, δ). Consider the process called VACUUM

procedure. The aim of the process is to find a wordw = a1 . . . ak such thatuw = vw.
At the first step of the process we randomly choose a lettera1 ∈ Σ and move fromu = u0 tou1 = u0a1

and fromv = v0 to v1 = v0a1. If u1 = v1 then the process successfully finishes withw = a1, else it
continues.

At the m-th step we have two statesum−1 andvm−1. Let us choose a letteram that has not been
applied yet to any of the statesum−1 andvm−1. If we cannot choose such a letter, the process fails. If we
can chooseam, we make a move fromum−1, vm−1 to um, vm similar to the first one. Ifum = vm the
process finishes withw = a1a2 . . . am, else it continues. Obviously, at any step there are three possible
outcomes for the process: it can fail, it can successfully finish and it can continue. So if it does not fail
then at some stepk it finishes withw = a1 . . . ak such thatuw = vw.

A formal description of the procedure is presented at Fig. 1
Now let us pass over to the behavior of the VACUUM procedure.

Lemma 1 If the VACUUM procedure is applied to a random automatonA = (Q,Σ, δ) and performs at
leastt steps then each of the paths{u0, . . . ,ut} and {v0, . . . ,vt} is indistinguishable from a random
walk path on a complete directed graph.

Proof: In other words, we should prove, that anyui is selected uniformly at random. Indeed, if we
choose a letterai at any stept we will getui = ui−1ai for a letterai that has never been used at the state
ui−1. Random selection of a new letter for the transition from thestate in a random automaton is equal to
uniformly-at-random selection of the transition resultut. Thus,ui (similarly vi) is selected uniformly at
random fromQ and is history-independent.

The same proposition can be proved constructively. LetB = (Q,E) be a complete directed graph;
{u0, . . . ,ut} and{v0, . . . ,vt} - random walk paths inB of the lengtht. We construct fromB a random
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INPUT: A random automatonA = (Q,Σ, δ) and a pair of statesu ∈ Q,v ∈ Q
OUTPUT: failure or a wordw = a1 . . . ak such thatuw = vw
METHOD:

let ∆q ⊆ Σ, w ∈ Σ∗

initialize ∆q = ∅ for all q ∈ Q, w = ε
while uw 6= vw

if ∆uw ∪∆vw 6= Σ then
choose a ∈ Σ \ (∆uw ∪∆vw)

else
return failure

let ∆uw = ∆uw ∪ {a}, ∆vw = ∆vw ∪ {a}
let w = wa

return w

Fig. 1: VACUUM procedure

automatonA with 2 paths performing firstt steps of the VACUUM procedure. We label all edges inE
with letters fromΣ using the following algorithm: moving along the random paths we label the edge from
ui (then similarlyvi) with an arbitrary letter never used in this vertex before, then we label other edges
uniformly at random such that every vertex has|Σ| outgoing edges labelled with different letters. After
labelling we remove all unlabelled edges. The result is by defintion a random automaton and our paths
are precisely the firstt steps of VACUUM (while labelling the edges we were using the same logic). The
construction ofB fromA consists in adding edges and erasing labels from the existing ones. Explanation
of the fact that{u0, . . . ,ut} and{v0, . . . ,vt} are the random walk paths inB is completely equivalent
to one performed in the first proof of the lemma. 2

Next we are bounding the probability of long executions of the VACUUM procedure.

Lemma 2 If the VACUUM procedure is applied to a pairu,v of states of a random automatonA =
(Q,Σ, δ) such that|Q| = n then for an arbitrary constantK the probability that this procedure makes at
leastKn lnn steps is less thann−K .

Proof: As we have already observed, at every stept < Kn lnn the process either fails or continues:
statesut andvt are selected independently and uniformly at random fromQ. The probability thatut and
vt will coincide equals1n . Thus, the probability that the process will not terminate within Kn lnn steps

is less than
(

1− 1
n

)Kn lnn ≤ n−K
2

So far we have proved that the probability of the existence ofa long pathu1u2 . . . ut is rather low. Next,
another question arises: how often do these states repeat inthis path? In order to answer this question we
need to obtain a certain information on a random path in a complete digraph — it is formulated below.

Lemma 3 Letq1, . . . ,qKn lnn for some constantK be a random walk path in a complete digraph of size
n then for any constantL,L > K the probability that there is a vertexx such that|{i | qi = x}| ≥ L lnn

is less thann1− (L−K)2

6K for a sufficiently largen.
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Proof: The expectation of|{i | qi = x}| for bx ∈ Q equals to1
n ×Kn lnn = K lnn. So the Chernoff

bound for the random variable|{i | qi = x}| gives (see for example [9])

P

(∣

∣

∣|{i | qi = x}| −K lnn
∣

∣

∣ > δK lnn
)

≤ 2e−
δ2K lnn

3 . (1)

Settingδ = L−K
K we get required inequality

P

(∣

∣

∣|{i | qi = x}| −K lnn
∣

∣

∣ > (L −K) lnn
)

≤ 2e−
(L−K)2 lnn

3K ≤ n− (L−K)2

6K . (2)

The last inequality holds for a sufficiently largen. Applying the union bound to allx ∈ Q we get the

desired boundn1− (L−K)2

6K and finish the proof. 2

Now we are ready to prove the key lemma of the section.

Lemma 4 LetA = (Q,Σ, δ) be a random automaton such that|Q| = n, |Σ| > 18 lnn then for any two
statesu ∈ Q,v ∈ Q theVACUUM procedure whp does not fail.

Proof: SettingK = 3 in Lemma 2 we conclude that the VACUUM procedure will not terminate within
3n lnn steps with the probability at mostn−3. It means that our procedure will finish with a wordw, or
with failure, with the probability at least1− n−3.

SettingL = 18 in Lemma 3 and using Lemma 1 we conclude that the probability thatut or vt will
visit some state more than18 lnn times is less than2n−23/2.

If there are18 lnn letters in our alphabet and there is a statex such that|{i | qi = x}| ≥ 18 lnn then
the process will fail at thej-th step when we come tox for (18n lnn+ 1)-th time.

There are more than18n lnn letters, thus the probability that the process will fail is less than2n−23/2.
There are only two possibilities not to find the wordw before the3n lnn-th step — to fail or to continue

the process after this step, therefore the probability not to find the wordw before the step3n lnn is at most
n−3 +2n−23/2 ≤ 3n−3. That means that the VACUUM procedure finishes with the probability1− 3n−3.
The Lemma is proved. 2

Proof Proof of Theorem 1.: Our Theorem 1 is easily derived from Lemma 4. Application of the union
bound to all pairs of statesu,v ∈ Q finishes the synchronizability proof. The length of the reset word that
is stated in the theorem is derived from the fact that every two states of the automaton may be synchronized
within 3n lnn steps. In order to synchronize the automaton we subsequently synchronize(n − 1) pairs.
2

3 The proof of Theorem 2
Let us define one more procedure on automata, entitled EPIDEMIA — this algorithm works for automata
with a 2-letter alphabet. It takes a random automatonA = (Q, {a, b}, δ) and a statex ∈ Q and returns a
setQ2 of all the states from whichx can be reached.

Let a stateq ∈ Q have some illness and this illness can invertedly spread along the edges, i.e., if the
stateq is ill, then at a certain time all the states{u | ua = q∨ ub = q} will be ill, too. In these terms the
aim of the procedure is to find all states that could be infected when only statex is initially ill.
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INPUT: A random automatonA = (Q, {a, b}, δ) and a statex ∈ Q
OUTPUT: a setQ2 of all the states from whichx can be reached
METHOD:

let Q0, Q1, Q2 be the subsets ofQ
intialize Q0 = Q \ {x}, Q1 = {x}, Q2 = ∅

while Q1 6= ∅

choose q ∈ Q1 arbitrary
let N = {u ∈ Q0 | ua = q ∨ ub = q}
let Q0 = Q0 \N , Q1 = (Q1 \ {q}) ∪N , Q2 = Q2 ∪ {q}

return Q2

Fig. 2: EPIDEMIA procedure

The algorithm works as follows. At each step of the algorithmwe introduce 3 sets:Q2 is the set of all
states that are ill now and have already infected all their neighbours,Q1 is the set of all states that are ill
but have not infected their neighbours yet,Q0 is the set of all states that are still healthy.

At the first stepQ0 = Q \ {x}, Q1 = {x}, Q2 = ∅. At every step of the process we pickq ∈ Q1

arbitrarily and consider a setN = {u ∈ Q0 | ua = q ∨ ub = q} of all the healthy states that can
be infected bys. At this step we excludeN from Q0 and include it intoQ1— from now on the states
from this set are infected and may infect the new states at thefollowing steps. Stateq is transferred to
Q2— from now on it is not dangerous for the healthy states. At some stepQ1 becomes empty: all the
states that could be infected are infected.Q2 is constructed. A formal description of the procedure is
presented on Fig. 2. A step of the procedure is illustrated onFig. 3.

We shall also need the following technical lemma.

Lemma 5 For any lettera probability that there is a stateq such that there are at leastn1/5 statesq′ for
whichq′a = q is at moste−cn1/5

for some constantc.

Proof: It is known that for anyn,m we have

(

n

m

)

≤
(ne

m

)m

. (3)

For a fixedq and a fixed setM of n1/5 other states the probability that for all of them application of a
lettera leads toq is less than

n−n1/5

= e−n1/5 lnn. (4)

There are less than

n

(

n

n1/5

)

≤ n(n1−1/5e)n
1/5 ≤ e(

4
5+o(1))n1/5 lnn (5)

ways to chooseq andM . By the union bound, the probability that such a setM and a stateq exist is less
thane−( 1

5n
1/5+o(1)) lnn. 2

Now we are ready to state the key lemma of this section.
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x

a

b

Q2

Q1

Q0

N

Fig. 3: One step of the EPIDEMIA procedure.

Lemma 6 If A = (Q, {a, b}, δ) is a random automaton over a two-letter alphabet andx ∈ Q. Then
there is a constantr, 0 < r < 1, such that for sufficiently largen probability of the event ”for any state
q ∈ Q there is a wordwq→x ∈ {a, b}∗ satisfyingqwq→x = x” is greater thanr.

Proof: We consider a statex ∈ Q and compute the probability that it can be reached from any element of
Q, i.e. the EPIDEMIA procedure withx on input returnsQ2 = Q. The computation may be divided into
3 parts:

• computation of the probability that the process will not terminate in the very beginning and at least
0.1n steps will be made;

• computation of the probability that the process will not terminate in the middle between0.1n-th
and0.9n-th steps;

• computation of the probability that the process will not finish at the end before|Q2| = n, i.e. if the
EPIDEMIA makes0.9n steps, then it will maken.

Let us start with the first probability. Execution of the EPIDEMIA procedure for a random automaton
can be viewed as a Galton-Watson process. That is, at every step we have a population of speciesQ1.
One of them (namelyq) dies, but possibly leaves some offspringsN . The question of interest for us is
the following: how many species will ever be born? We will usethis model for the firstn/10 steps of the
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procedure. Within this model at the stept the setN will be viewed as a set of all offsprings ofq. Note
that if at the stept < 0.1n we happened to have|Q1| > 0.2n then the process will not terminate by the
step0.1n and we will have at the step|Q1| ≥ 0.1n. Otherwise at the stept we have|Q2|+ |Q1| ≤ 0.3n
and consequently|Q0| > 0.7n. Each stateq ∈ Q0 with probability greater than2n− 1

n2 will satisfyq ∈ N .
Therefore, expectation of the number of offspings at the step t < 0.1n is at least2n · 0.7n+ o(1) ≥ 1.3.
According to Lemma 8 when an expected number of offspings is more than 1 after0.1n steps with at
least constant probability we have a number of species at least ℓn for some constantℓ > 0.

Now consider thet-th step of the EPIDEMIA, wheret ∈ (0.1n, 0.9n). LetQi(t) beQi at thet-th step
and let us compute the expectation of the change of|Q0|, |Q1| and|Q2|:

E (|Q0(t+ 1)| − |Q0(t)|) = −2× |Q0(t)|
1− |Q2(t)|

, (6)

E (|Q1(t+ 1)| − |Q1(t)|) = −1 + 2× |Q0(t)|
1− |Q2(t)|

, (7)

E (|Q2(t+ 1)| − |Q2(t)|) = 1 (8)

So the change ofQj at each step has constant expectation that can be expressed as a function of
Q0(t), Q1(t) andQ2(t). Since, according to Lemma 5, a degree of any variable exceeds n1/5 with
an exponentially small probability we haveP

(

|Q0(t+ 1)−Q0(t)| > n1/5
)

< n−3. We also observe
that the functions in the right hand side of the equations arecontinuous and differentiable on the segment
[0.1, 0.9]. Therefore, all conditions of the Wormald’s theorem are met.

Applying the Wormald’s theorem and denotingt/n by y we get the following system of differential
equations in variablesq0, q1 andq2 corresponding to|Q0|, |Q1| and|Q2|, respectively.

dq0
dy

= −2× |q0(y)|
1− |q2(y)|

, (9)

dq1
dy

= −1 + 2× |q0(y)|
1− |q2(y)|

, (10)

dq2
dy

= 1 (11)

or, shorter,











q̇0 = − 2q0
1−q2

q̇1 = −1 + 2q0
1−q2

q̇2 = 1

(12)

It’s easy to see that at the stept of the EPIDEMIA process we have|Q2(t)| = t. Thus we are interested
in the solution that hasq2(y) = y. Substituting the expression forq2 into the first equation we get a linear
differential equation and solve it forq0. Onceq0 andq2 are knownq1 can be found by integrating the right
hand side of the second equation. Thus, we get a parameterized set of solutions

q0 = (y − 1)2c, q1 = (2c− 1)y − y2c+ d, q2 = y (13)
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with parametersc andd. By definition ofqi q0 + q1 + q2 = 1, soc+ d = 1. Obviously,q0 ≥ 0, soc ≥ 0.
Consequently,0 ≤ c ≤ 1 and an analysis of the quadratic functionq1 shows us thatq1(0.9n) > 0 and
the process whp goes on for at least0.9n steps reaching|Q2| = 0.9n. Thus, we have shown that with
constant probability we have the vertexx reachable from0.9n vertices.

We finish the proof by showing that whp there is no set of size substantially less thann/e without
outgoing edge. In terms of the EPIDEMIA it means that if at some step|Q0| < n/e, the next step is
possible, and finally we getQ2 = Q.

Indeed, for an arbitrary set of sizem (m = n/c for some constantc > e) the probability that there are

no outgoing edges equals to(m/n)2m. There are

(

n
m

)

≤
(

ne
m

)m
sets of sizem. Applying the union

bound we conclude that the probability that there is a set of sizem with no outgoing edges is less than

(m

n

)2m (ne

m

)m

=
(me

n

)m

−→
n→∞

0. (14)

2

To start proving Theorem 2 we need one more lemma. In proving it we use Chebushev inequality that
holds for any random variableX and any real numberk:

P

(

|X −E (X) | > k
√

V (X)
)

≤ 1/k2. (15)

Lemma 7 Let A = (Q,Σ, δ) be a random automaton, such that|Q| = n, |Σ| = nβ, β > 0.5. Let
Σ1,Σ2 be an arbitrary pair of sets such thatΣ ⊇ Σ1 ∪ Σ2, Σ1 ∩ Σ2 = ∅, |Σ1| = |Σ2| = nα for a real
α satisfying0.5 < α < β. Then, with high probability, a set of the triples(a, b,q), a ∈ Σ1, b ∈ Σ2 such
that

qa = qb = q, (16)

contains more thann2α−1 elements.

Proof: Let us denote a setΣ1 × Σ2 ×Q byT and a random variable

|{(a, b,q) ∈ T | qa = qb = q}| (17)

byN . We shall use the Chebyshev inequality to prove thatN > 0 whp.
At first we compute the expectation ofN . The probability that a triple(a, b,q) ∈ Σ1×Σ2×Q satisfies

(16) equalsn−2. There aren2α+1 triples thus we have

E (N) = n2α+1 × n−2 = n2α−1. (18)

Now we compute an upper bound of the variance ofN . Since we have

V (N) = E
(

N2
)

−E (N)
2 (19)

we need an upper bound forE
(

N2
)

. We define a random variable

∆(a,b,q) =

{

1, qa = qb = q,

0, otherwise
(20)
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and compute

E
(

N2
)

= E











∑

(a,b,q)∈T

∆(a,b,q)





2






=
∑

{(ai,bi,qi)}i=1,2

E
(

∆(a1,b1,q1) ·∆(a2,b2,q2)

)

=
∑

{(ai,bi,qi)}i=1,2∈T 2,q1 6=q2

E
(

∆(a1,b1,q1) ·∆(a2,b2,q2)

)

+

∑

a1 6=a2,b1 6=b2,q

E
(

∆(a1,b1,q) ·∆(a2,b2,q)

)

+

∑

a,b1 6=b2,q

E
(

∆(a,b1,q) ·∆(a,b2,q)

)

+

∑

a1 6=a2,b,q

E
(

∆(a1,b,q) ·∆(a2,b,q)

)

+

∑

a,b,q

E
(

∆(a,b,q) ·∆(a,b,q)

)

.

Considering that|Σ1| = |Σ2| = nα, |Q| = n we get

E
(

N2
)

= n4αn(n− 1)n−4 + n2α(nα − 1)2nn−4 + 2n2α(nα − 1)nn−3 + n2αnn−2 (21)

and thus

E
(

N2
)

≤ n4α−2 + n4α−3 + 2n3α−2 + n2α−1 ≤ E (N)
2
+ o(n) +E (N) . (22)

So we have
V (N) = E

(

N2
)

−E (N)2 ≤ E (N) + o(n) ≤ 2E (N) . (23)

The Chebyshev inequality in application toN , using the fact thatV (N) ≤ 2E (N) states that

P

(

|N −E (N) | > k
√

2E (N)
)

≤ 1/k2. (24)

Settingk =

√
E(N)

2
√
2

and remembering thatV (N) < 2E (N) ,E (N) = n2α−1 we apply the Chebyshev
inequality and get

P (|N −E (N) | > 0.5E (N)) ≤ 8/E (N) = o(1), (25)

which impliesP (N = 0) = o(1). 2

Proof Proof of Theorem 2.: Let α be a real number satisfying0.5 < α < min(2/3, 0.5 + ε). Let us fix
some sets of lettersΣ1 ⊆ Σ,Σ2 ⊆ Σ such that|Σ1| = |Σ2| = nα,Σ1 ∩ Σ2 = ∅. LetL be the set of all
triples(a, b,x), a ∈ Σ1, b ∈ Σ2,x ∈ Q such thatxa = x,xb = x. By Lemma 7 the setL whp contains
more thann2α−1 elements. For any triple(a, b,x) ∈ L by Lemma 6 probability of eventS(a, b,x) =“for
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any stateq ∈ Q there is a wordwq→x ∈ {a, b}∗ satisfyingwq→xq = x” is greater than some constantr.
Consequently expectation of the random variable

Z = |{(a, b,x) | S(a, b,x) ∧ (a, b,x) ∈ L}|. (26)

is greater or equal torn2α−1. In order to apply Chebyshev inequality and to show that whpZ > 0 we
are going to prove that eventsS(a, b,x) are pairwise independent for triples(a, b,x) ∈ L. And to prove
that we show that whp for any pair of triples(a1, b1,x1) ∈ L, (a2, b2,x2) ∈ L we have

a1 6= a2 ∧ b1 6= b2. (27)

Note thatai 6= bj becauseΣ1 ∩ Σ2 = ∅.
We compute the probability that there are distinct triples

(a1, b1,x1), (a2, b2,x2) such that the statementa1 6= a2, b1 6= b2 does not hold and yet(a1, b1,x1) ∈
L, (a2, b2,x2) ∈ L, that is

x1a1 = x1 ∧ x1b1 = x1 ∧ x2a2 = x2 ∧ x2b2 = x2. (28)

If distinct triples (a1, b1,x1), (a2, b2,x2) do not satisfy condition
a1 6= a2, b1 6= b2 they must satisfy one of the following:

1. x1 = x2, a1 = a2, b1 6= b2,

2. x1 = x2, a1 6= a2, b1 = b2,

3. x1 6= x2, a1 = a2, b1 6= b2,

4. x1 6= x2, a1 6= a2, b1 = b2,

5. x1 6= x2, a1 = a2, b1 = b2.

For each conditionC from this list we compute the probability of event ”There aretriples(a1, b1,x1), (a2, b2,x2)
that satisfy conditionC and equation (28)”.

To pick a pair of triples satisfying condition 1. we need to choosex1, a1, b1 and b2. So there are
n · nα · (n2α − 1) ≤ n · n3α pairs of triples satisfying condition 1. For those the equation (28) takes form

x1a1 = x1 ∧ x1b1 = x1 ∧ x1b2 = x1 (29)

and its probability equalsn−3. Thus, the probability that there exists a pair of triples satisfying condition
1. and equation (28) can be bounded above by

nn3α × n−3 = n3α−2 −→
n→∞

0. (30)

Similar bounds for probabilities of conditions2, . . . , 5 equalnn3α×n−3, n2n3α×n−4, n2n3α×n−4,
n2n2α × n−4, respectively, and it is easy to see that they all tend to 0 when n goes to infinity. Thus whp
for any pair of distinct triples(a1, b1,x1) ∈ L, (a2, b2,x2) ∈ L we havea1 6= a2, b1 6= b2.
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So far we have proven that whp|L| > n2α−1 and for any(a1, b1,x1) ∈ L, (a2, b2,x2) ∈ L we have
a1 6= a2, b1 6= b2. The expectation ofZ is at leastrn2α−1 and it is a sum of pairwise independent random
variables

IS(a,b,x) =

{

1,S(a, b,x),
0, otherwise.

(31)

Similarly to Lemma 7 we can apply Chebyshev inequality and conclude that whpZ > rn2α−1/2. Thus
whpZ > 0 and there is a triple(a, b,x) ∈ L such that for any stateq there is a wordwq→x ∈ {a, b}∗
satisfyingwq→xq = x. Since(a, b,x) ∈ L,wq→x ∈ {a, b} we havexw = x. Then we consider a word
wQ→x defined as follows: at the first step we take an arbitrary stateq0 and setwQ→x = wq0→x, at the
i-th step we take as aqi one of the states remaining landed and setwQ→x = wQ→xwqi→x. There are
n− 1 steps at most. By definitionwQ→x is a reset word of the length at most(n− 1)2. 2

4 Future Work
The results presented in this paper set new upper bounds for the number of letters required for a random
automata to be synchronizing whp and to satisfy whp theČerný conjecture. The bounds still do not
reach quantities that are to be expected considering the rareness of slowly synchronizing automata and the
experimental results. We believe that ann state random automaton with an alphabet of size 2 is with high
probability synchronizing and has a reset word of the lengthless thann.
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5 Appendix
5.1 Chernoff’s Bound
Let B(p, n) be a random variable, that is the number of successes inn independent trials. Ifp is the
probability of success in each trial, then the following inequality is known as Chernoff Bound [11]

P

(∣

∣

∣

∣

B(p, n)

n
− p

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤ ε

)

≤ 2e−
ε2n
3p . (32)

5.2 Galton-Watson Process
A simple Galton-Watson Process[3] is a sequence of random variables{Xn} which satisfies

Xn =

Xn−1
∑

i=1

ξ, (33)

whereξ is some predefined random variable. Galton-Watson Process was studied as a model of popula-
tion survival. X1 represents the size of the initial population andXn is the size of then-th generation.
Distribution of the random variableξ reflects the distribution of the number of offsprings of an individual.

The following statement was proven for the Galton-Watson process (see Proposition 1.2 and Corol-
lary 1.6 in [3])

Lemma 8 Let

Xn =

Xn−1
∑

i=1

ξ,X1 > 0,E (ξ) > 1. (34)

Then there is a constantr such thatP (Xn = 0) > r for all n.
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5.3 Wormald’s Theorem
One of the instruments of our analysis is the Wormald’s theorem [13] that allows one to replace a prob-
abilistic analysis of a combinatorial algorithm with an analysis of a deterministic system of differential
equations.

All random processes are discrete time random processes. Such a process is a probability spaceΩ de-
noted by(Q0, Q1, . . .), where eachQi takes values in some setS. Consider a sequenceΩn, n = 1, 2, . . .,
of random processes. The elements ofΩn are sequences(q0(n), q1(n), . . .) where eachqi(n) ∈ S. For
the convenience’s sake the dependance ofn will usually be dropped from the notation. Asymptotics,
denoted by the notationo andO, are forn → ∞, but uniform over all other variables. For a random
X , we sayX = o(f(n)) alwaysif max{x|P (X = x) 6= 0} = o(f(n)). An event occursalmost surely
if its probability inΩn is 1 − o(1). We denote byS+ the set of allht = (q0, . . . , qt), eachqt ∈ S for
t = 0, 1 . . .. By Ht we denote thehistory of the processes, that is then × (t + 1)-matrix with entries
Qi(j), 0 ≤ i ≤ t, 1 ≤ j ≤ n.

A functionf(u1, . . . , uj) satisfies theLipschitz conditiononD ⊆ R
j if a constantL > 0 exists with

the property that
|f(u1, . . . , uj)− f(v1, . . . , vj)| ≤ L

j
∑

i=1

|uj − vi| (35)

for all (u1, . . . , uj) and(v1, . . . , vj) in D.

Theorem 3 (Wormald, [13]) Letk be fixed. For1 ≤ ℓ ≤ k, let y(ℓ) : S+ → R andfℓ : Rk+1 → R, such
that for some constantC and all ℓ, |y(ℓ)| < Cn for all ht ∈ S+ for all n. Suppose also that for some
functionm = m(n):

(i) for all i and uniformly over allt < m, P
(

|Y (ℓ)
t+1 − Y

(ℓ)
t | > n1/5 | Ht

)

= o(n−3) always;

(ii) for all ℓ and uniformly over allt < m,
E(Y

(ℓ)
t+1 − Y

(ℓ)
t | Ht) = fℓ(t/n, Y

(1)
t /n, . . . , y

(k)
t /n) + o(1) always;

(iii) for each ℓ the functionfℓ is continuous and satisfies a Lipschitz condition onD, whereD is some
bounded connected open set containing the intersection of{(t, z(1), . . . , z(k)) | t ≥ 0} with some

neighborhood of{(0, z(1), . . . , z(k)) | P
(

Y
(ℓ)
0 = z(ℓ)n, 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ k

)

6= 0 for somen}.

Then:
(a) For (0, ẑ(1), . . . , ẑ(k)) ∈ D the system of differential equations

dzℓ
ds

= fℓ(s, z1, . . . , zk), ℓ = 1, . . . , k, has a unique solution inD for zℓ : R → R passing through

zℓ(0) = ẑ(ℓ), 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ k, and which extends to points arbitrarily close to the boundary ofD.

(b) Almost surelyY (ℓ)
t = nzℓ(t/n) + o(n) uniformly for0 ≤ t ≤ min{σn,m} and for eachℓ, where

zℓ(s) is the solution in (a) witĥz(ℓ) = Y
(ℓ)
0 /n, andσ = σ(n) is the supremum of thoses to which

the solution can be extended.


